
Dear Clay, 	 9/16/98  

That this is a brand new ribbon illustrat as why some of.the typing is as 

pale as it is. The last one did not last the time it took to do the me that I'm 

sending without th conclusions or title and with the probability there may be some 

adds necessary to the Preface. I finished it yesterday and this is a tied-up week. 

If 141 is up in time for me to go to where. 1 sot the xeroxing done by the time they 

open and if they have gig, rush job it is possible I can get it copied today and 

mailed tomorrow. if teen't do that getting it done may take a little time be- 
kay4 

cause I'll be waitinethere while they do the meroxing.41 has physical therapy 

at 9:30 and that will take the rent of the morning. ecKnight is coming to ask 
ci-,sete 

questions and to work till* afternoon. I've the first appointment at the dealer- 4( , 

Axi17ship tomorrow morning for grease and lube and a check on the brakes and 44 

a brake job. Fifday I have medical lab work and then Lil's p.t. again. So I hope 
%,; 

she is up by no latex that 6:30, an hour and a half from now, so I can be there 

when they open at 7. I'm not up to any nmpunt of xeroxing now and I also think 

it has coma to where that should not take much of my time. 

But I had to come as close to finishing this as is now possible before get-

ting to Posner and that disturbed me for the two days since I got a letter from 

aAfriend who says he'll read it ansisee if any publisher he knows can get in-

terested. Nore on this later. 

AO 	'And there are other things I've let slide. Now I have to squeeze them in, 

if I can get to all of them. I'll send you copies of I/natty interest you. 

I did not open the Whoring with the corrections post so I did not re you 

9/7 letter enclosed until just befo4edtime last ravening. 

Changing the font was a good idea because I was having trouble identifying 

some letters but it will mean more time as I check and turn pages. 

I have a chicken-shit non-response of en inappropriate form letter from the 

DJ' civil division and that: is one thing I can,t let slip because there must be 

a reword again of their being del notice that they are off on a deliberate whitewash. 

Which is to say, still another. 

I think I'Ve read all you've sent from the Internet but my mempSff as failed 

so I can be certain.. I'll take what you ask up with Jerry this afternoon. The 
.1 
ohn Ray you qote from the Internet, if not an assumed name, cannot be the Ray 

brother. 4  know him well. 

If the Sprague about whom you asked me is the one 1  knew, and I thick he died 

some time ago, he was a v.p. of Touche, Bailey then, high on computers and the 

inventor of some of the mist damaging assassination fictions while being aunice 

a gay as you'd like to know. I turned him on in 1966 when I was on a New York 



2 

talk show. Be asked me what he could do to help because as he travelled the 
corry he might be in the right place to do some work. I suggestecrhat when in 

Dallas he try to locate pictures and having laxned about the llailas 'inema 

Associates 1  gacy bFu the names and addresses and suggested that he start there. 

ne did and he did it well and then he recognibed no limit. Be decided that 
Fenstel.wald was a CIn age .t, for example, and t! ill ho was, If not the first, one 

. 	 It/b 1( of the first to make a massive digression and diversion about that "tramp" 
"+,;,., 

pictures. te io the 64e who galle the sm:llest the nickmame "Frenchy" and as -7?... 
;fast as 1  knocked on of his baseless inventions down he had another. But a real 

ce guy. it and 1  both liked him very much. It may be that I remmeber wrong 

because you say that what is going around now is with his permission. 

Yes, I. have a book—lcmgth ms on the Prouty matter. Ile, alas, known nothing, 

really, alt the established assassination fact but rhisfthiThking for which he 
could provide no basis may not be that far off. lie also is a nice guy and we 

both like him. fle now seems to be aligned with the most extreme of the right 

and the laiding backer of there was no holocaust in the country. 

Thanks for the good wishes but al is not doing well. lb leg continues to 

pain and while 	p.t., which is difficult for her, eases it for a short while, 

by eveningkW it is back and I fear it may cause a fall. Mich could be 

very bad for her. 

M% ter of fact, the pain got her up, she can move if not all that well, and 
I'll see if I can get the xeroxing of the untitled ms done when they open at 7. 

Thanks and best, 


